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The Stakes of Digital



Accelerated by COVID

Society is Entering a New Era

Anytime, anywhere, any device
Ubiquitous connectivity, fusing of 

physical, digital, biological



Digital Natives

• Powered by data;
• Relentlessly focused on end-user value and the relationship built with them;
• Leverages new opportunities & ways of delivering value.

New & Old, All Industries Are Evolving

Data platform 
for the aviation 

industry

Media empireBank

Pre-Internet Organizations

All these organizations are:



Impetus for Change
Trends disrupting WFP and the Humanitarian sector will continue to push us to make change. To 
achieve zero hunger by 2030, the people we serve will need us to be faster, stronger, more agile.

UN
Reform

Digitalization of 
Governments

Climate 
Change

Rise
of Cash

New Humanitarian 
Players

Hyperconnected 
Society

”Customer"
Expectations

What does this mean 
for our industry?

• Major investments in 
building the new digital 
world

• Pressure on incumbents 
to redefine how value is 
delivered

• New expectations from 
the people we serve

• A new set of ethical and 
moral challenges



Definition of Digital Transformation

Digital Transformation is the integration of digital technology
into all areas of business, fundamentally changing how we operate 

and deliver value to customers and stakeholders.

A Dual Approach

Explore and seize opportunities 
brought about by digital to evolve 
our business and operating 
model

Help WFP transform the 
way it works today through 

technology and data

“



Networks 
& Ecosystems
Digitizing our activities & connecting our 
data means more informed decision 
making –harnessing what 
is most important for the people we 
serve - while providing transparency to 
our donors.



Beneficiaries
360-view of how we help the most vulnerable



Partners
Helping others deliver on their mandate



Governments
Packaging our data and expertise for better 
informed policies



Digital Transformation 
in WFP



A P P
E C O S Y S T E M

Power the platform. 

For internal and external use.

W O R K P L A C E  
M O D E R N I Z AT I O N

Infrastructure and practices.

D ATA  &  
A N A L Y T I C S

Access and trust in data. 

The Foundations



Digitally-enabled Strategy

✓ Business-Technology Roadmaps for 
Functions in HQ

✓ Supporting Country Offices with 2G CSP-
Technology Alignment

✓ Demand Assessment Board to shape and 
schedule solutions pipeline

❑ Preparing for the new Strategic Plan

❑ Embedding digital execution in CSPs 

❑ Greater Field-HQ strategic and needs 
alignment

Objective
Align technology to strategy and vice-versa

What we’ve put in place Our Ongoing Focus



• Guides technology investment 
based on strategic objectives

• Tracks benefits of digital 
initiatives

Investments

• Coordinates engagement with 
the technology industry

• Pursues strategic partnerships in 
line with WFP’s digital priorities

Partnerships

• Directs and monitors the 
implementation of data policies

•Drafts policies, strategies and 
recommendations

Data Management

Digital Business Technology Committee
Senior decision-making body focusing on strategy alignment and prioritization of digital business 
initiatives

Supported by:



Data & Analytics

❑ Continue integrating available corporate data 
sources to solve tangible problems

❑ Empower staff to use data through data 
literacy and upskilling

❑ Explore partnership and collaboration with 
other to share data

Objectives
Access to trusted data for everyone

WFP’s Data Programme was 
established in 2018

What we’ve put in place Our current focus



Pro bono valued at $9M/year = $45M

Advanced Software Global Deployments

Data 
Harmonization 

Data Analysis
Data 

Management

Operational 
Applications

Partnerships:
Palantir & 
Tableau 

Palantir Partnership: 5 Years

Tableau offers interactive data 
visualization products focused on 
business intelligence.

Public facing dashboards of WFP to 
inform business intelligence and 
strengthen WFP’s web portal & 
partner-facing applications. 

Since January 2019

Since 2017

Acquired by Salesforce. 
Providing data innovation
expertise and solutions. 

$1.6M worth of technology, expertise, 
and training.

Tableau Partnership: Until 2023



Application Ecosystem

✓ Agile and human-centred design product 
practices

✓ Modern tech stack established (Cloud, API, 
Open Source)

✓ Enabling framework to let Country 
Operations develop safely for differentiating 
needs

❑ SCOPE 2.0

❑ Business Owned Product Management

❑ Scaling Building Blocks

❑ Strengthen the WFP developer community of 
practice

Objective
Integrated, secure and scalable solutions across WFP and beyond

280 Developers 
210 million API calls

What we’ve put in place Ongoing Focus



WFP Apps 
& Workflows



Workplace Modernization

What we’ve put in place
✓ 24/7 infrastructure

✓ Service Desk

✓ Cloud Collaboration Suite

✓ Robust cyber security framework

✓ Identity and Access Management

✓ Threat detection

✓ Automated processes

✓ Over 1,900 processes

Our ongoing focus
❑ Continue freeing up staff capacity

❑ Upgrade our talent management suite

❑ Scale Robotic Process Automation

Objective
Provide our colleagues with a modern, secure, scalable and productive digital 
workplace.



Automation Dashboard

1900 processes/forms 
automated since 2017



Demo
Digital Country Operations



Operational Excellence

Transparency

Accountability

























Food suppliers
Cooperating partners
Stock level
Warehouse information
Transporters
Food quality incident
Financial service providers
Grants and donors
Budget allocation
Retailers 
Fleet data
Security incidents
CSP activities 
FLA information 
and more

What you saw was the tip of the 
iceberg, today, every country can 
within a few clicks access: 



Discussion



Our Journey ahead: 
Opportunities and 

challenges 



Where are we on this journey?

✓ Digital planning and governance 
processes are established. 

✓ Modern technology is deployed. 
✓ Data management programme in 

place. 

• Beneficiary-centric programming 
that responds to various contexts

• Platform services that help partners 
to achieve their mandates

• Emerging opportunities are 
evaluated and scaled rapidly

• Data is informing the majority of 
tactical and strategic decisions,

✓ Cross-functional use cases are 
prioritized. 

• Digital and data literacy are 
foundations for all staff

• Field and HQ are well aligned 
around digital priorities. 

• WFP has a clearer strategic 
direction with digital.

Foundational Systemic Adaptive at scale

We have only begun our transformation.



Reflections

Opportunities
• Evolving our beneficiary centric 

architecture (SCOPE 2.0 & Activity 
ecosystem). 

• Mainstream Digital Operations 
Management for large Country Offices.

• Building Blocks is scaled across 
programmes and agencies. 

• Strengthen our government digital 
advisory offering.

• Democratize digital & data skills across 
the entire organization.

Challenges

• Cross functional and user-centric 
planning and execution. 

• Alignment of policy/normative/ethical 
frameworks.

• Shifting workforce & the competitive 
market for digital talent.

• Sustainable funding for long-term 
change



Embedding Technology as an Enabler



Thank you


